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Eithne Ní Uallacháin
Bilingua
Gael Linn (51 mins)

HHHHH
An Irish talent gone too soon

 Sung in Irish and 
English, Eithne Ní 
Uallacháin’s 
posthumous solo 
debut is a thing of 
rich and rare 

beauty. Drawn from recordings made 
in the three years before her death at 
the age of 42 in 1999, it serves as both 
a celebration of one of the most 
distinctive Irish singer-songwriters of 
her generation and a poignant 
reminder of a hauntingly expressive 
talent. Born in Dundalk to a family 
immersed in traditional music, Ní 
Uallacháin began playing the flute 
while a student at the University of 
Ulster in the early 70s and she later 
formed the duo Lá Lugh with her 
fiddle-playing husband Gerry 
O’Connor. It’s O’Connor who has 
masterminded this updating of the 
original material into something 
contemporary and altogether special, 
with eloquent contributions by the 
couple’s son, Dónal O’Connor, on 
piano and synths, guitarist Giles Le 
Bigot, Mario N’Goma on percussion 
and sumptuous, singing string 
arrangements by John Fitzpatrick. But 
it’s Ní Uallacháin who occupies centre 
stage of course: sublimely so in the 
austere but uplifting ‘Grief ’, joyfully 
rapturous in ‘Meadhráin Samhraidh’. 
The bluegrass-tinged ‘Bone’ and her 
swansong ‘Winter Snows’ offer 
intimations of what might have been. 
A lavishly illustrated booklet includes 
an informative biography, lyrics and 
tributes from the likes of Mary Black 
and Pauline Scanlon.
MIchAel QuInn

TRACK TO TRY Meadhráin Samhraidh

Eszter Pál
Napot Holdat Csillagot
Fonó Music (57 mins)

HHHHH
Your Pál and mine

 Pál is a new voice 
on the traditional 
Hungarian music 
scene, endorsed by 
the Hagyományok 
Hása (Hungarian 

Heritage House), the centre for folk 
culture in Budapest where this was 
recorded. Pál was born in the 
Hungarian community in Visk in 
Ukraine, but now lives in Budapest. 

This recording is like a extravagant 
calling card. She sings songs from 

several regions of Transylvania, 
Slovakia and Hungary, backed by 
fine traditional musicians. There’s a 
lovely song, ‘Édesapámmal Ruszinul’, 
in Rusyn, a Ukrainian dialect from 
the Carpathians, which she probably 
learned back in Visk. The record 
ends with the title-track (meaning 
‘Suns, Moons and Stars’), a Hungarian 
number with rippling cimbalom from 
the village of Velyka Dobron (known 
as Nagydobronyi in Hungarian) in 
western Ukraine. As this is an album 
reaffirming the tradition, most tracks 
are made up of two or three songs – 
just as they might be performed at a 
party or wedding. 

There are beautiful photos, but 
ultimately the package still feels 
cold and uninvolving. There’s little 
personality or warmth coming through. 

However authentic the music might 
be, an artist needs to communicate and 
Eszter Pál isn’t yet doing that.
SIMon Broughton

TRACK TO TRY Édesapámmal ruszinul

Manuel Parrilla
Pa mi Gente
La Voz del Flamenco (46 mins)

HHHHH
Stellar sideman shows off his 
flamenco skills

 As the nephew of 
the celebrated 
guitarist Manuel 
Fernández Molina, 
better known in 
flamenco circles as 

Parrilla de Jerez, Manuel Parrilla was 
probably predestined to make a living 
by strumming soleás and seguirillas. 

After years supporting a variety of 
stellar singers – including Macanita 
and Miguel Poveda – Pa mi Gente 
marks his long-awaited solo debut. His 
experience as accompanist is more 
than evident in his complete mastery of 
his instrument, whether it’s the calm 
‘Minera a mi Mare’, the impassioned 
‘Hermanos de Sangre’ or the tender 
tribute to his uncle, ‘Seguirilla a la 
Memoria de Mi Tío Manué’.

This is a solo-lover’s disc, with 
Parrilla displaying a bewildering skill 
on the speedier picados (single-line 
scales) and frantic flicking trills. But he 
can also slow down on a sixpence and 
gives soft notes and silences their due 
space and delicacy. Supported here 
and there by flute, violin and – all too 
briefly – by a heart-rending recitation 
from cante jondo singer José Valencia,   

Stelios Petrakis Quartet
Avgi: Live in Heraklion Walls
Buda Musique (71 mins, DVD 29 mins)

HHHHH
A return to traditional roots from the cretan lyýra master 

 Lyra virtuoso Stelios Petrakis is one 
of several talented young musicians 
to have emerged from the teaching 
and performance workshops run by 
multi-instrumentalist Ross Daly 
since 1999. It’s indicative of the 

parlous state of Greece’s recording industry, and of 
Petrakis’ accessibility, that his recent output has been on 
French labels Buda and Accords Croisés. 

Avgi is an altogether more muscular outing than 
Kismet, Petrakis’ 2005 collaboration with Iranian 
percussionist Bijan Chemirani. It displays an acoustic 
quartet returning explicitly to Cretan roots in both 
traditional and new pieces, performed live in Heraklion 
and Athens. In addition to Petrakis on lyra (a three-
stringed, fretted lap fiddle), there are the singing 

brothers Andonis and Giorgos Stavrakakis on laoúto 
and mandolin, plus Thanassis Mavrokostas contributing 
mandoúra, an indigenous double-reed instrument. 
It’s good to hear – albeit only briefly – the mandolin 
and laoúto played melodically, not merely bashing 
out chords to provide rhythm as in most mainstream 
Cretan performances. Particularly eerie is ‘Avgi ts’Avgis 
tha Sikotho’, a rizítiko (slow patriotic melody), famously 
recorded by Yannis Markopoulos and Nikos Xylouris in 
1974 during the waning months of the colonels’ junta. A 
half-hour bonus DVD reprises four of the concert tracks. 
Not only do we get to witness Thanassis Mavrokostas’ 
acrobatic footwork, we get to appreciate his skirling 
mandoúra and lyroúkla, a gigantic cello-lyra hybrid. 
MArc DuBIn
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